TNO Guild Meeting – February 1, 2014
Lotteries are going really well. Our biggest lottery ever just wrapped up
during this meeting and the jackpot is worth 1645 gold! With over 300
tickets sold, this is really exciting because the winner is going to get a
legendary weapon! The monthly/legendary lottery has been starting
really slow but after we hit about 300g, it really picks up. We are going
to try something new in March where TNO will fund the first 300g to
bring in more participants at the start. Over time, we will take that
money out and the jackpot will still go up due to ticket sales. Another
thing we don't want happening is an officer winning and the lottery
looking fixed. There can be a re-roll or a double jackpot the next month
(everyone from the previous month would get a free ticket(s) (based on
how many they bought the previous month). We are still looking at
how to solve this so nothing looks fixed. This is the reason why Vlak will
never participate in any lottery.
We are thinking about changing the guild treasure trove (the guild bank
tab in the middle section under the community vault) to a giveaway
section. We are still unclear on how we could encourage donations and
have looked into a ticket system but are still unclear on that. Giveaways
will vary from time to time and we are still looking for more ideas.
Giveaways are always free. The current giveaway and winners can be
found here: http://gw2tno.com/giveaway
We encourage everyone to sign up to be an officer but we really need a
WvW one and another for guild missions on Thursdays. The
recruitment process is going to change a little for officers. Not only do
we need leadership type of qualities but you'll need to go through a
few extra steps now such as an interview to make sure you have what it
takes. The previous way wasn't as effective in finding quality officers
and it was quite easy to become one.

Guild missions are going very smooth. Remember not to rush ahead of
the officers though...this is very important so that nobody gets left
behind! Not everyone is good at jumping in the guild puzzles!
It is also recommended that any newcomers to TNO register on the
forums. There is a lot of useful information there and it has all the
giveaway information you'll need. Please signup using your username
or main characters name so we can sort out any spammers. Once
you've signed up, Vlak will get you verified as soon as possible. (This is
pretty obvious if you're reading the forums now but I'm still including
this in the transcript because it was brought up in the meeting. You
guys should help us encourage other members to signup here.)
If you have any kind of problem, question, comment, or concern, speak
up! We are always looking to improve TNO.

